SPP Meeting
Meeting:

Minutes
Tuesday 22nd November, Niton.

Members: Rev Ian Lovell [F]
Duncan Mills [EX-HT]
Tammy Vincent [C]
Anna Payne [S]
Carolyn Corbett [F]
John Poerscout-Edgeton [P]
Ruth Noyes [C]
Clerk:

Vicki Brennan

Item

Title

1

IL
EX-HT
TV
AP
CC
JPE
RN

Rev Ian Lovell [F]
Duncan Mills [EX-HT]
Tammy Vincent [C]
Anna Payne [S]
John Poerscout-Edgeton [P]
Ruth Noyes [C]

Apologies
Carolyn Corbett.

2

All

Election of chair and vice chair.
RN Chair. JPE Vice Chair. All agreed.

3

All

Declarations of pecuniary interest
Nothing to declare

4

All

Presentation from Sue Ford and Catherine Hoare.
Sue and Catherine shared a presentation. Please see presentation
document for information.

5

Establish order of business. Agreed by all.

6

Minuets of the last meeting/Matters arising.
A/P IL to complete Christian Distinctiveness statement for The Bay.
Minutes agreed. A/P - IL to Sign.

7

Milestone Data.
EX-HT explained all the data for both schools referring to the
documentation shared. 10 week process, week 10 Pupil Progress
meetings will take place. Looking at the progress being made and areas
of improvement needed.

8

Raise online.
EX-HT explained the Inspection Dashboard and referred to the
documents that were shared. There are lots of positives.
A/P- EX-HT will deliver training in February about this.

9

LLP Report.
EX-HT explained the LLP report. There are some recommendations. A/PEX-HT would like IL to read the full report and support the Governors to
monitor that the actions are being completed asap.

10.

Transition Document EYFS.
EX-HT explained the document in great detail and all information was
discussed. Please refer to documents shared. There was some really
good feedback after the review. RN said there should be a really good
data set next time being shared.
Niton.
EX-HT explained that Year 3 is a very complex group. RN asked what are
you going to do about it? EX-HT explained that when the visit took place it
was similar to an Ofsted inspection, looking at areas of improvement.
Extra teaching staff and now using a break away area, the change in
teaching space is showing an improvement. RN asked is extra teaching
staff compounding the situation? EX-HT replied, yes.
The Bay.
Year 2 are a group to watch. There is significant need in this year group,
PP, SEN and very vulnerable children who have a difficult home lives. The
Maths picture however is looking stronger. EX-HT said there should be a
clear picture developing by the end of the year.
EX-HT is working very closely with Year 3, several children have medical
diagnosis and have daily medication, extra support in the class when
required. EX-HT would like to look into the possibility of a nurture suit.
Possibly a caravan/yurt may be purchased?
Moving forward EX-HT is planning how to split the classes for next year to
suit the needs of the demanding year group.
Year 5 Maths progress is really good and will improve once more
evidence can be shown.
Year 6, some children despite every effort will not make ARE. This group
of children will be with Mark Page and the rest spilt between 6RS & 6SW.
RN asked will there be movement between groups if necessary? EX-HT
explained this can be changeable depending of needs and behaviour of
the children.

There has been a re organisation between the 3 classes to ensure every
child is getting the best possible chance of leaning.
11.

Policies.
The Bay’s PP statement to be approved at the next FGB.

12.

Diminishing The Gap update.
EX-HT is monitoring this at Present.

13.

AOB.
JPE asked if there was any funding for Maths resources for the lower part
of the school as he feels this is lacking in KS1? EX-HT said he will discuss
this with Karla Potts and explained there would be more flexibility in April in
the new budget.
Date of Next meeting 14th March 2017. 5.30pm. Niton.

